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From The President:
by Chief Don Davids

Greetings to all MABAS Members,
Welcome to 2020, so far the weather has been fairly temperate and snowfall light,
let’s hope it stays that way. I hope everyone had a good Christmas holiday and the
New Year presents you with new opportunities you can benefit from.
Most of you know that registration for the MABAS Command Training Summit and
Dispatchers Training Summit are open and if you have not registered, please take
the time to do so. Make sure to pass along the information about the Dispatchers
Training Summit to your dispatch centers so they can send some attendees to
further their knowledge about MABAS and dispatch issues. We have some excellent
presentations, good networking and some very good vendor displays.
Before we know it, spring and severe weather season will be upon us. Please review
your box alarm cards for assistance that you may need or be able to provide prior to
those events. CIMS 2.0 is up and running well, please verify your division
information is correct and your special teams rosters are complete.
Elections for three leadership board positions will be held at the executive board
meeting on February 26. The candidates are very well qualified. Please review the
documents that were sent to your division’s board members so you can make an
informed decision about what candidate you want to support.
Respectfully,
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Save the Date
2020 MABAS Illinois
Training Summit
February 24th – February 28th.

Don Davids
President, MABAS-IL
davids@mabas-il.org

Marriot Hotel Bloomington
Normal, Illinois

www.mabas-il.org
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Winter Hazards and Workplace Safety
http://dept.clcillinois.edu/ehs/WinterHazardsWorkplaceSafety.pdf

Winter is here again in Illinois. The
season of ice and snow can translate
to hazards, and ultimately accidents.
Here are some tips to help you and
your co-workers stay safe this season.

Keep all areas free of obstructions
(such as umbrellas and boots). Look
ahead and anticipate wet or icy
conditions.

Also, check for and remove ice or
snow build-up on headlights and tail
lights, which can make it hard for
other drivers to see your vehicle.

Winter Driving

• Ensure the tires have good tread
and adequate pressure and there is
more than a quarter tank of gas; have
emergency equipment in the vehicle,
including a flashlight, fire
extinguisher, flares, blankets, food
and water, and chains where
applicable.

Slips and Falls – Avoid Slip-Ups

Winter in Illinois means everything
Wet or snowy days can create slick
from fog, rain, ice, snow, slippery
floors at the workplace. Slips and falls roads, and poor visibility.Cold, wet
are a leading cause of workplace
weather can produce dangerous
injuries, and so it’s important to take conditions for vehicle operators,
precautions to keep everyone safe
especially if driving a vehicle with
and healthy.
which you are not familiar. You can
take some simple precautions to
Make sure you wear proper footwear minimize the risk of accidents and
(shoes and boots). Be aware of wet
injuries.
areas on the floor. Clean up the
hazard, place cones or hazard signs
• Before you get into a vehicle, take
nearby, or call the Facilities Office to a little extra time to make sure
have the hazard addressed. People
everything in and about the vehicle
can walk on extremely slippery
is in good condition and operating
surfaces by modifying their speed and correctly. This includes lights,
stride, provided they know about the mirrors, brakes, windshield wipers,
dangerous condition. It’s the lack of
and defrosters.
warning that can cause problems. An
• Condensation and frost can greatly
unexpected shift from a smooth to a
slick surface heightens the likelihood impair visibility. If a vehicle is kept
outdoors, especially overnight,
of a slip or fall.
condensation or frost may develop
Experts say the single most important on the windows. Keep a towel handy
steps to take in preventing slips and
to wipe-off condensation, and a
falls are to keep floors clean and dry, scraper to remove any frost build up.
and to pay attention as you walk.

• Remember also to reduce driving
speed on wet, snowy, or icy roads and
be especially alert for pedestrians and
animals. Reduced speeds will make
your driving experience easier and
safer.Preventive maintenance and
extra caution can be important
factors in accident prevention.
Keep Safe This Winter
Keep in mind that as temperatures
fall and precipitation increases,
certain workplace injuries tend to rise.
Be aware of your surroundings and
learn hazard-prevention tactics to
remain safe on the job this winter.
Article recommended by Ed Gibis. Ed is
responsible for maintaining all
apparatus at MABAS readiness Center
(MRC) as Logistics Branch

Stop the Bleed is a national awareness campaign and call-to-action. Stop the Bleed is intended
to cultivate grassroots efforts that encourage bystanders to become trained, equipped, and
empowered to help in a bleeding emergency before professional help arrives
www.ileas.org/stop-bleed
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A Message from MABAS-Illinois
By: Chief Glenn Ericksen

CEO Glenn Ericksen

I hope everyone had a joyous holiday
season. As we move into the new year,
we are working on several projects and
initiatives along with preparations for
the 2020 MABAS Command &
Dispatchers Summit. Our staff has
worked very hard on preparing an
interesting and topical agenda for this
years Summit and we hope you can
take advantage of the opportunity to
attend. December 31st saw the
retirement of Section Chief –
Operations Don Mobley. Don was
instrumental in managing the MABAS
resources who responded to the
downstate flooding last year and many
other projects. We thank Don for his
service and welcome Kevin Lyne as the
Acting Section Chief – Operations.
Kevin is working on a full slate of
proposed exercises this year as part of
his new duties. Another important
project Kevin will be overseeing is the
distribution of the “Gross Decon Kits”
statewide as part of the State Fire
Marshal’s and ISFI Firefighter Cancer
Prevention Awareness initiative.

There has also been some progress made
on the MABAS response to out-of-state
EMAC mutual aid requests issues. We
anticipate having a report ready at the
February 26th Executive Board meeting in
Bloomington-Normal. Another important
topic at the February Executive Board
meeting will be the election of the MABAS
1st and 2nd Vice Presidents along with the
MABAS Treasurer. The By-Laws &
Elections Committee is currently reviewing
the nomination packets of all the
candidates.

Speaking of the flood event, Section Chief
– Administration Bernie Lyons has been
working closely with the Finance Section
of IEMA in order to expedite the
reimbursement of expenses submitted by
departments who responded to the many
taskings issued by IEMA. Some
reimbursements have already been issued
and it is anticipated that many the
remaining requests will be processed by
late February.

In 2012, the Illinois Emergency
Management Agency conducted a series
of statewide summit meetings to
determine the status of Homeland
Security in Illinois. The initiative, and
results were titled “Vision 2020”. In
response, MABAS created a report titled
“Vision 2020, Concept of Financial
Operations and Sustainment Plan”.
2020 is now upon us and it is time to for
MABAS to reflect upon the last eight
years to determine where we fit in the
future of Illinois Homeland Security. Many
things have changed since the “Vision
2020” report of 2012, but one thing
remains the same, MABAS has not
secured a reliable funding source for the
future which addresses the capital
equipment replacement needs and
uncertainty of Federal grant funding.
In recognition of this fact, we are working
on updating the “Concept of Financial
Operations and Sustainment Plan” to
“Vision 2025” in hopes of generating a
dialogue within MABAS, and with other
stakeholders, to determine where
MABAS needs to be in 2025 and beyond.
We look forward to issuing a draft of this
report later this year and hearing your
ideas and solutions.
Thanks again for your support of MABAS,
stay safe and we look forward to seeing
you in Bloomington-Normal at the
Summit.
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Fire and Police Integration: Red on Blue Incident Support
By: Chief Petrakis
When we speak in terms of the MABAS
incident support team concept and how it
can be applied, much focus has been
given to the “fire” perspective.
Establishing support functions within a
command structure for escalating
structure fires, water rescues, or wide
spread weather events is the norm
because it is our niche. In this issue, I
would like to focus on untraditional
activation of the MABAS Division 15
Incident Support Team and the outcome
it helped achieve.
On December 7, 2019, the Grundy County
Sheriff’s Office experienced an escaped
inmate situation from their county
correctional facility.
Much like a
cascading fireground, the immediate
need and challenges to deploy a ground
search was warranted.

Shorewood Chief of Police and Division 15 MIST
member, Aaron Klima, functioning as public
information officer at sub surface water recovery
incident in July 2018.

Grundy County Sheriff is a close neighbor
of the Morris Fire Protection District, and
Fire Chief Tracey Steffes. Chief Steffes, a
member of Division 15 MIST, immediately
contacted the Grundy County Sheriff, Ken
Briley, and suggested an idea to help with
their unfolding manhunt.

Knowing how intense the ground search
would become and the required
management to oversee a strategy of
search and all the supporting tactical
assignments, Chief Steffes offered the
assistance of the Division 15 MIST. It was
not fire and law enforcement problem, it
was only a law enforcement problem. A
unified command post was likely not
necessary. However, the strategy and
tactics still posed a challenge to the
Grundy Sheriff’s Office and their
command
staff;
a
momentous
opportunity to activate incident support
functions.

The MIST function was successful as it
provided the same support it would on
any fire, water rescue, or technical
rescue. Nothing changed with the
exception of the type of incident being
reinforced that night.
The
support
element
remained
unchanged and was able to integrate into
a system that was not driven by a
problem of fire, chemicals, or swift water
with people in grave danger.

The Division 15 MIST is unique in that it is
not only made up of chief officers from
local fire organizations but also chief
officers from local law enforcement
agencies. These counterparts are key
players in situations such as this; having a
pathway to liaison with other police
agencies and help insert a support
function
into
law
enforcement
management systems.
Within thirty minutes of deploying the 15
MIST, seven team members; four fire
chiefs and two chiefs of police, were in
the Grundy County Mobile Command
Unit and preparing to assist the Grundy
County Sheriff’s Office with the needed
support functions. They offered resource
management, documentation tracking,
communications support, and liaison
functions so Sheriff Briley and his
deputies could focus on their tactics of
locating an escaped felon. ICS forms
were also initiated with the foresight of
the manhunt continuing over several
operational periods. Within 24 hours, the
escapee was located and safely returned
to custody.

www.mabas-il.org

Wilmington Chief of Police, Phil Arnold,
functioning as liaison officer and supporting
Wilmington Fire Chief, Al Zlomie, in the Kankakee
River Flood Event’s unified command post in
February 2019.

In a climate where the trend of rapid
integration of fire and police is evolving,
this particular event is a fantastic
example of it does not need to be an
active threat or fire related event to
deploy the incident support function.
Not every incident requires unified
command. No matter what the strategy
or who owns it, there will always be these
constants: the public needs to be
informed, support documentation and
capture is critical, liaisons with
cooperating and assisting agencies will
always be necessary, and the foresight
Continued next page:
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Letter to MABAS from Chief Arie!!
Chief Vrshek,
I moved to the Chicago metro area (New Lenox FPD) in 1995. At that time, I did not know what a "box alarm" was, I thought it
was only something that the Chicago Fire Department had in place. My first perception could not have been farther from the
truth. Since 1995, I have come to realize the undeniable value of the MABAS mutual aid box alarm system. I have been the
Incident Commander at 5th alarm fires. I have been involved in numerous box alarms as a responding chief. I have been
involved in specialty team box alarm responses within Illinois, as well as EMAC responses including Hurricane Katrina.
As a Fire Chief, it provides great assurance to me to know that MABAS is available to respond as needed. Regardless of the
type and scope of an incident, the predetermined structure is in place to quickly access additional resources. Locally, I have
two ongoing significant local risks that keep MABAS on my mind. We have 50-60 Metra commuter rail trains passing through
Barrington every day. Each train has up to ten commuter rail cars, and it each train can hold up to 1,500 commuters. In the
event of a commuter train derailment, it's possible that we could have an immediate need for 20, 50, maybe more ALS
ambulances as well as other fire department support resources. I also have two major freight rail lines that come through
Barrington, both Class 1 rail lines (Union Pacific [UP] and Canadian National [CN]). Both rail lines transport a vast quantity of
freight, including large volumes of hazardous materials that go through commercial areas and residential neighborhoods. As
such, the potential is great and ongoing for a high risk situation should a freight train carrying hazardous materials derail,
leak, catch fire, release toxic gases, and/or explode (BLEVE) in Barrington. Regardless of the incident that could occur, I find
great comfort in knowing that MABAS is available if needed.
I cannot say enough about the coordinated mutual aid system that is in place for us in MABAS Division 4 as well as within
MABAS-IL. The vision that was shaped long ago to develop MABAS has transformed to be the role model for mutual aid box
alarms, for common communications, common radio frequencies, and specialized teams. This is evidenced by the adoption
of the MABAS model in Wisconsin, Indiana, Missouri, Iowa, and Michigan. It's no surprise that the MABAS model is looked
upon nationally as the example to follow at the state and federal level.
Thank you for the opportunity to share a few thoughts about MABAS, a special resource for Fire Chiefs and the communities
we serve!!

James Arie
James Arie | Fire Chief
Village of Barrington | 400 N. Northwest Highway | Barrington, IL 60010
Phone: (847) 304-3600 | jarie@barrington-il.gov
www.barrington-il.gov

Fire and Police Integration: Red on Blue Incident Support
By: Chief Petrakis
Continued from page 4
to be situationally aware of what
is happening within the incident
but ensure the stricken agency
can still function normally is a
priority and it all requires support!
I would encourage you to sit with
your local law enforcement
administration and discuss how
you the red can support the blue
within their incident

Plainfield Chief of Police and Division 15 MIST member,
John Konopek, functioning as law enforcement planning
advisor at a functional tabletop. He was accompanied by
other fire and TRT planning advisors during the drill to
collectively develop an ICS 215.

management models and vice
versa. Law enforcement events
such as manhunts, barricaded
subjects, and hostage situations are
just as challenging and require the
same management model as the
box alarm fire or 2nd alarm water
response to search for missing
boaters. Work with your local
public safety partners and use local
police AND fire ICS talent to help
direct and support a successful
management structure.
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Mutual Aid Box Alarm System – Illinois
Fire Service Intelligence Officer
Fire Service Information Sharing and Analysis
By
Raymond Kay
Homeland Security Branch Chief

\\

The Fire Intelligence Liaison Officer
(FILO) program was founded in April of
2010 to share information related to the
fire service with those vetted
individuals who have “A Need to Know”
in order to:

Provide situational awareness, to
initiate
advanced
planning
preparedness
and
to
promote
collaborative relationships with partner
agencies who also have “A Need to
Know”.
630-9847
Chief Brian Wilson was the first Branch
Chief to work in this role. Chief Wilson
was assigned to work in the state fusion
center, the Statewide Terrorism and
Intelligence Center (STIC), operated by
the Illinois State Police in Springfield
Illinois. A recruitment campaign took
Chief Wilson across the state, meeting
with divisions education members
about this program and recruiting
participants known as FILO’s. Open
source and For Official Use Only
(FOUO) information has been shared
daily since that time.
Since 2010 the program has continued
to evolve. In 2017, MABAS-IL adopted
an updated scope for the FILO
program, the Fire Service Information
Sharing and Analysis program (FSISA).

One of the significant changes in this
effort was the inclusion of severe
weather information.
A tool in
maintaining severe weather situational
awareness was the introduction of the
“Public Safety Room” by STIC. In short,
the Public Safety Room provides a
common operating picture for severe
weather across the entire state. The
data in this space is raw but can allow
responders to anticipate resource needs
and by early warning to deploy
appropriate resources in a timely
fashion.
The Public Safety Room is not inherently
part of the FSISA program, but it is
aligned with the core mission of the
MABAS FSISA program.
The FSISA program was created to
support the fire service and its affiliated
representatives in the information
sharing environment. Specifically, the
FSISA program objectives include:
1. Provide situational awareness and
advanced planning preparedness to
Information Receivers (IR) to increase
responder safety.
2. Have two FILO’s for each division to
serve as the division contact and to assist
in training IR’s.

3. IRs to share un-vetted Disaster
Intelligence with collaborative partners in
order to improve the common operating
picture.
4. Share information from all sources as
appropriate with public safety, NonGovernmental Organizations (NGO) and
private sector partners.
The FSISA program shares information
that may be sensitive but not classified,
open source and collected field reports
which may not be vetted. Proper
handling of information in this program is
a serious issue and consequences for
improper handling can have serious
outcomes.
Conditions of
Expectations:

Participation

and

1. Interpret received information for your
home department and division. Share the
localized analysis with members of the
Division and home department for
purposes of responder safety and
advanced planning preparedness with
those who have a need to know.
2. Share raw data about evolving events
with the FSISA program (including STIC)
and with collaborating agencies as
appropriate.
Continued page 8

Incident Reporting
We have been requesting that our divisions complete their Incident reporting electronically through
MABAS’s web site. If you have not received a username, password, or have questions please contact us.
We will also be opening up a electronic documentation for Fire Departments to log when they utilize a
MABAS asset. If you are visiting the Training Summit feel free to stop by and ask questions. We are
always available to assist in person or on the phone!!
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MABAS Division Map
With Branch Chiefs

Captain Donald Kuhn
Captain Donald Kuhn is noted for the
MABAS concept. In 1968 Captain Kuhn
had the idea of implementing MABAS
box cards in the suburbs of Chicago to
help with much needed assistance
during an emergency when suburban
departments depleted their resources.

DID YOU KNOW??

38% of US electricity next year, 2020, is
forecasted to be generated by natural
gas, 22% from coal, 20% from nuclear
power plants, 7% from hydropower
(water) and the remaining 13% from
wind, solar and other suppliers. (BTN
Research, Dep’t. of Energy)

FOR MORE INFORMATION

MABAS, Illinois
847-403-0500
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Mutual Aid Box Alarm System – Illinois
Fire Service Intelligence Officer
Fire Service Information Sharing and Analysis
By
Raymond Kay
Homeland Security Branch Chief

Continued from page 6

3. The Information Receiver (IR) will
not share sensitive information to
unauthorized recipients.
You can get involved:
Each Division should have a FILO as a
two-way conduit for information. If
you would like to become an IR or
would like to learn more about the
program, contact:
•

Johnathan Paholke,
Intelligence Branch Chief
paholke@mabas-il.org

•

Raymond Kay, Homeland
Security Branch Chief
Kay@mabas-il.org

Important FILO and FSISA Terminology:

Fire Intelligence Liaison Officer (FILO)-

Advanced Planning Preparedness-

Serves as the division/region point of
contact between the Statewide
Terrorism & Intelligence Center (STIC),
MABAS and the division.

Serves as the preparedness “need to
know” in order to plan for specific known
situations and/or
possible/potential/probable events
where members may be exposed to risk.
This information may be of particular
value addressing gaps that may exist in
support of existing departmental
guidance like Emergency Operations
plans, SOPs and/or SOG’s.

For Official Use Only- (FOUO)A document control designation, but not
a classification. This designation is used
by a number of agencies to identify
information or material that, although
unclassified, may not be appropriate for
public release.
Information Receivers- (IR)-

Disaster IntelligenceDisaster Intelligence promotes the
concept of sharing raw data associated
with evolving events that are of such
magnitude, or so dynamic, that the event
is or has the potential to overwhelm a
jurisdictions ability to respond to and/or
recover. This information can be critical
in supporting decision making efforts at
the tactical and strategic levels from local
agencies through Federal intervention.

Individuals who after application and
successful vetting are designated to
receive information shared through
MABAS and/or the STIC.
Situational AwarenessThe ability to identify, process and
comprehend the critical elements of
information relating what is happening
to
you
and
your
immediate
environment.

CIMS 2.0
As many of you know we have opened registration for Contact Information Management System (CIMS
2.0). We encourage all Illinois Fire Department personnel to login to www.cims.mabas-il.org and create a
profile. To date we have approximately 4,500 profiles completed. This is a success and the numbers keep
going up.
We are hopeful to start printing Tier II cards after March 1st. The departments that have most of their
roster completed within CIMS 2.0 will receive their Tier II cards first. If you would like to learn more
about CIMS 2.0 or have any questions, feel free to contact your Branch Chief or Tim Littlefield. The cost
of the Tier II cards has been waived by MABAS.
We look forward to assisting you and your department register and complete profiles within CIMS 2.0
Please visit us at our Training Summit February 24-28 to assist with CIMS 2.0.

www.cims.mabas-IL.org

www.cims.mabas-IL.org
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The School Safety Workgroup Committee of the Illinois Terrorism Task
Force has made several recommendations to state and local officials
regarding school safety measures. One of the committee’s
recommendations includes establishing the Stop the Bleed Initiative for all
Illinois schools, K-12 (public, private, charter, and special education schools).

The Stop the Bleed Initiative has three components:
1. Provide one bleeding control kit to each school
2. Promote and coordinate bleeding control training for each school
3. Provide each school with (5) additional bleeding control kits once staff have completed training.
If your department has conducted school staff training or intends to, please access the STB Project at
https://www.ileas.org/stop-bleed

for more information and instructions on obtaining additional kits.

The goal of this initiative is to ensure that school staff are trained in lifesaving bleeding control techniques and that this becomes
part of the local public safety culture. For further information regarding training and the initiative, contact Barb Oliff BSN RN at:
baoliff@ileas.org

Firefighter Cancer
“Cancer is the most dangerous threat to firefighter health and safety today”.
Captain Chuck Wehril (ret.), State Director of the Firefighter Cancer Support
Network (FCSN) will be at the MABAS Summit in February representing the FCSN.
As a cancer survivor, Chuck he has extensive information on cancer awareness and
prevention for the fire service. He will be available to discuss the various initiatives
and training relating to this issue. Additional information can be found at:

https://firefightercancersupport.org/

“Coming Soon in 2020”
MABAS-IL is proud to announce the establishment of the
MABAS Foundation.
Our Mission Statement
The MABAS Foundation has been established as a non-profit, tax deductible
effort in support of Illinois Statewide Fire, EMS and Special Rescue Operations
Team Agencies through organized mutual aid efforts in response to larger size
emergency incidents and declarations of disaster caused by environmental,
technological and man - made events.
Donations and revenues generated are used in support of educational activities,
training, exercises and specialized tools and equipment needed to effectively and
efficiently function in complex situations threatening lives, property and the
quality of life enjoyed by Illinois residents and visitors.
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FROM: MABAS-IL Intelligence Branch
Please consider the following when dealing in close contact with possible patients containing the 2019-nCoV (Coronavirus).
1)

If the patient exhibits symptoms of acute febrile **lower respiratory infection (fever, shortness of breath/difficulty
breathing, cough):
a)

Place a surgical mask on the patient AND

b)

Obtain a detailed travel history to affected countries within the past 14 days or close contact
with someone under investigation for 2019-nCoV

2)

If there is a history consistent with concern for potential 2019-nCoV (2019-nCoV), initiate standard contact and
airborne precautions (gloves, gown, N95 respirator) and eye protection (goggles) for EMS clinicians.

3)

Notify the receiving hospital (according to local protocols) of potential infection as soon as possible to allow for
emergency department preparation.

4)

Use caution with aerosol generating procedures

5)

Properly doff and dispose of PPE according to protocol.

6)

Cleaning and disinfection using EPA registered disinfectants with known effectiveness against human
coronaviruses.

7)

Waste management per policy for medical waste (red bag).

• Close contact is defined as being within about 6 feet, or within the same room or care area, of a patient with
confirmed 2019-nCoV without wearing PPE for a prolonged period of time OR having direct contact with 2019nCoV patient secretions.
• Fever may not be present in all patients; those who are immunocompromised, very young, elderly or taking
fever-lowering medications.
• The list of affected countries may change over time and can be confirmed at:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/
• Continue to work with your agency infection control staff and local hospitals, emergency department and
public health agencies to coordinate all response activities and notifications.
We will continue to follow this event and work with our Federal partners to provide updated information to the EMS and 911
communities. For more information please visit https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/.

Generator Light Tower Safety
Recently, an agency received a safety notice
from the Department of Labor concerning
fraying on a cable on the generator light tower.
The cable is part of the light standard
raising/lowering mechanism. Please take a
moment to visually inspect this cable. Divisions
should contact their Branch Chief with any
questions
regarding
MABAS
assigned
resources.
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Taking Care of the Tools That Take Care of You
By: Ed Gibis

In this issue we will be illustrating
simple maintenance tips for our Mobile
Ventilation units (MVU)

E. Battery
2. Conduct regular preventative

maintenance (monthly
suggestions)
One of MABAS resources that needs
periodic maintenance is the Mobile
Ventilation Unit (MVU). There are
some “little known maintenance facts”
about these units that EVERY Division
should complete on a periodic basis.
Basically, there should be some
“routine maintenance” and periodic
inspections completed by each Division
to assure that your unit will be available
during the time of need. Below is a list
of tips:

1. Maintenance access to the
engine compartment.
Engine compartment and battery are
accessible by maintenance openings.
The covers can be removed after
releasing the snap closings.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Visually check impeller
Visually check the tooth belt
Visually check protective grid
Visually check the water pump
and generator belt
Check all fluid reservoirs, hoses,
and inspect for leaks.
Check the oil / change oil and
filter at least once a year – or
after prolonged use
Check the spark plugs
Check air filter
Check the battery
Visually inspect the welds on the
gusset plates securing the
brackets for the fan shroud.

Here is a photo of a cracked/bad welds.
The unit should be removed from service.

It is very important to visually check the
deck for metal shavings and or rubber
pieces that can indicate something is
wearing and may potentially break.

2. Check welds inside engine

housing.

Coolant expansion reservoir
Filler for engine oil
C. Air filter
D. Oil dipstick
A.
B.

Look inside engine housing and inspect
welds on bracing for fan and fan
housing.

Although conducting the above
maintenance and associated repairs are
considered “Divisional Responsibilities”
for cost and labor – these simple steps
will help ensure that your unit will run as
designed when you need it! If
maintenance documentation is needed
please contact MABAS Readiness Center
at 847-403-0500 ask for Ed Gibis.
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Hello All,
We are having a great week at MABAS.
Wednesday wrapped up our annual Planning meeting with MABAS
Staff. Good energy and direction going into 2020.
IL TF 1 members Mike McDevitt and Mike Vitale successfully
completed a Type II live find certification.
IL TF 1 members Josh Turen, Kevin Hencinski, Tim Napiorkowski,
Mark Retel, and Felix Serrano successfully completed Ohio Task
Force 1 Heavy Equipment Rigging Specialist class.
Strong work by these members!!! Thank you for your efforts, You all
make IL TF 1 shine outside of Illinois. Please get home safe to your
family’s.
Thank you,
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